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We believe 
 

ü  People are emotional beings 
 

ü  People are a product of their experiences, 
particularly the deeply emotional ones 

ü  Experiences and emotions are the entry 
point to human understanding 



OUR FOUNDATION 

We own a huge social property 
 

ü  Our differentiator: Real time mapping of human emotion, intuition & behavior 
ü  Our baseline: Crowd-sourced metadata tagging of authentic, emotional experiences 
ü  Our prize: Millions of written expressions mapped to emotions 



OUR TECHNOLOGY 

We build from our data 
 

ü  Proprietary social data mapped to 100+ emotional  labels 
ü  Billions of data points mapping natural language to expression and behavior 
ü  Teamed with Stanford University researchers to develop patent-pending NLP technologies 



OUR PLATFORM 

Kanjoya Perception™ 
 

ü  Time-based Analysis: Historical & trending analysis to understand audiences & behavior 
ü  Discovery: Insights into existing targets and the discovery of new audiences 
ü  Relevant Trends: Analytics to unlock topical trends and their underlying emotional 

influences 



TODAY’S FOCUS 

Kanjoya’s Moods Corpus 
 

ü  Emotion-centric status posts by Experience Project members 
ü  Highly-structured, granular emotion labels (100+) mapped to expressive text 
ü  Sequential posting allows for powerful emotion transition modeling 



BIG DATA, MEET BIG EMOTION 

Emotion Transition Dynamics 



P(b | a, t) = C(a, t,b)
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The Good 
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The Neutral 
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Undoubtedly sexy… but 



Why should we care? 



Why should we care? 

Different emotions behave differently 



Low Out-Degree 



High Out-Degree 



Why should we care? 

Different emotions have different implications 



Blessed vs. Doomed 



Blessed 



Doomed 



Relieved vs. Devastated 



Relieved 



Devastated 



Hopeful vs. Worried 



Worried 



Hopeful 



EMOTION TRANSITIONS 

Conclusions 

ü  Our emotional journeys are continuous, not 
discrete, and they never stop 

ü  How we’re feeling today has real implications for 
how we will feel tomorrow 

ü  Some emotions are enduring (depressed) 
ü  Others indicate great change (hopeful) 
ü  Pos/neg washes over these crucial distinctions 
ü  We can identify granular emotions from text 
ü  We can also statistically model their transition 

dynamics 



EMOTION TRANSITIONS 

Product Implications 

ü Customer Service 
Triage 

ü  Advertising / Content Recommendation 
Serve based on current emotional state  
and desired emotional state 

ü Marketing 
Products are supposed to instigate emotional transitions 
Targeting 
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